RFP: Enhancing Socio-Environmental Research & Education

SESYNC invites proposals for synthesis projects focused on tools, methods, and other practices applicable to actionable team research on socio-environmental problems. Multiple teams will be supported, and together their syntheses will contribute towards the development of new toolkits, roadmaps, curricula, and other practical advice.

This call is open to researchers and educators with expertise in all aspects of the practice and scholarship of actionable team research, including diverse areas of environmental and social investigation and other areas that have not traditionally engaged in socio-environmental contexts, such as public health, international development, security, or other research areas.

Complete details are available here. Proposals must be received by March 9, 2015, at 5 p.m. Eastern Daylight Time (EDT).
Spring Seminar Series

During the academic year, SESYNC hosts invited speakers for engaging lectures on a range of socio-environmental topics. We welcome colleagues from neighboring institutions, colleges, and universities and any other interested audiences to join us! This spring, seminar topics range from habitat fragmentation to the probability distribution of money.

Learn more about our upcoming seminars.

We're Hiring!

SESYNC seeks a scientific programmer/hacker to help develop tools to support socio-environmental research. The programmer will work closely with other cyberinfrastructure staff to assist scientists in performing data syntheses by assessing project needs, identifying potentially useful existing resources, and scoping and building custom tools.

Read complete details here.

Apply! Postdoctoral Fellows & Mentors

SESYNC, in collaboration with NSF's LTER program, invites applications for two-year Postdoctoral Synthesis Fellowships that will begin August 5, 2015. SESYNC and LTER also invite applications for Collaborating Mentors, who will co-develop postdoctoral projects and provide substantive intellectual and methodological mentoring during the fellowship.

Find details here.